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Performance of what?



Product.









We could not “catch” the issue 
with a regular profile.



Started slicing the profile.

Manually.

It did help solve the issue.

But it was time-consuming.





Flame graphs don’t have a time 
dimension, so we created a 

secondary visualization.
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The new visualization helped us 
solve the intermittent behavior 
issue (and a few others).



Plotting the profile as a heatmap 
also enabled us to easily identify 
patterns in them.
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It’s a simple visualization, but it 
allowed us to easily troubleshoot 

certain issues, and identify 
interesting patterns.



https://github.com/Netflix/flamescope



● Supports different formats
○ Linux perf, Google’s Trace Event 

format, v8 profiler
○ Intermediary format called Netflix 

profile
● Python backend, React frontend



syntax = "proto2";

package nflxprofile;

message File {

   required string file_name = 1;

   optional uint32 line = 2;

   optional uint32 column = 3;

}

message StackFrame {

   required string function_name = 1;

   optional string libtype = 2;

   optional File file = 3;

}

message Profile {

   required double start_time = 1;

   required double end_time = 2;

   repeated uint32 samples = 3 [packed=true];

   repeated double time_deltas = 4 [packed=true];

https://github.com/Netflix/nflxprofile

   message Node {

       required string function_name = 1;

       required uint32 hit_count = 2;

       repeated uint32 children = 3;

       optional string libtype = 4;

       optional uint32 parent = 5;

       optional uint32 pid = 6;

       optional uint32 tid = 7;

       optional uint32 cpu = 8;

       optional uint64 value = 9;

       repeated StackFrame stack = 10;

       optional File file = 11;

   }

   map<uint32, Node> nodes = 5;

   optional string title = 6;

   optional string description = 7;

   map<string, string> params = 8;

   repeated uint32 samples_cpu = 9 [packed=true];

   repeated uint32 samples_pid = 10 [packed=true];

   repeated uint32 samples_tid = 11 [packed=true];

   repeated uint64 samples_value = 12 [packed=true];

   optional uint32 idle_sample_count = 13;

}



https://github.com/spiermar/d3-flame-graph
https://github.com/spiermar/d3-heatmap2



But FlameScope is not a 
full-fledged profiling solution ...



Wasn’t the lowest barrier of entry 
for engineers



We scale our efforts by creating 
easy-to-use tools



Why not have a centralized 
FlameScope?







● Heapdumps.
● Memory allocation profiles.
● More variations of CPU profiles.
● Off-CPU profiles.
● More BPF-based tools.
● And a bpftrace interface.

More profilers ...



● Different stack parsers
○ Reversed stacks for top-down analysis
○ Package/module name
○ Demangle for different programming languages

● Break profiles by PID, TID and CPU

More analysis options ...











● Don’t stick with line charts and tables for everything.
● Focus on lowering the barrier of entry.
● Centralized profiling solution helped with discoverability.
● All profiles are in the same place.
● Development cycle is faster.
● Automation is key to doing more.

Takeaways.



Thank you.
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